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Abstract. A new projection technique for mathematical construction of
pole figures (PF's) on the basis of a model Gauss-shaped orientation distribution function (ODF) of microcrystallites is suggested. The problem of
Ghost phenomena which is characteristic for the series expansion methods in quantitative texture analysis is shortly discussed. The formulae
describing the relationship between the model ODF and the constructed
PF's are derived and covered by a procedure for application of projection
technique which avoids the appearance of ghost peaks. Some results are
shown.
Pe3IOMe. B 0Toii pa6oTe oIIHCblBaeTcJI HOBblli MeTO.ll .110KaJibHoro npoeKTHpouaHHJI Jl.IIJI MaTeMaTH'l'.eCKoro KOHCTpyHpOBaHHJI IlO.IIIOCHblX <j>Hryp (II~) Ha OCHOBe MOJleJibHOH <i>YHKllHH pacnpeJ1.e.1IeHHJ1 opHeHTal{HH
(~PO) MHKpoKpHcTaJIHTOB. KopoTiro paccMoTpeua npo6.11eMa JIO)l(HblX
IlHKOB (npH3paKoB) B KO.IIH'l'.eCTBeHHOM TeKCTYPHOM aHaJIH3e, KOTOpble
IlOJIB.IIJIIOTCJI B <j>yHKl{HH pacnpeJ1.e.1IeHHJ1 opHeHTal{HH npH npHMeHeHHH
MeTOJla pa3.1IO)l(eHHJI <j>yHKUHH B pH.ll no c<j>epH'leCKHM <j>yHKUHJIM. BHBOJl.JITCJI <j>opMy.IIbl, OIIHCblBaIOIJ.lHe CBJl3b Me)l(Jl.Y MOJle.IIbHOli ~PO H KOHCTpyHpOBaHHOli II~ H npeJ1.CTau.11eH a.11ropHTM npHMeHeHHJI MeTo,11;a .110KaJibHoro npoeKTHPOBaHHJI, KOTOpblli H36eraeT IlOJIBJieHHJI .IIHIIIHHX IlHKOB. IIpe.llCTaBJieHbl pe3yJibTaTbl npHMeHeHHJI pa3pa6oTaHHoro MeTOJla.

1. Introduction

In a true polycrystalline sample there is an equal probability to find grains with
all possible orientations. Therefore, in spite of the possible anisotropy of the individual microcrystal properties such a material is statistically isotropic. In many
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cases, however, e.g., crystal growth in orienting fields, plate like, needle like, fibre like grains, or mechanical and thermal treatments of the sample as rolling,
casting, drawing, pressing, heating, et cetera, a preferred orientation (texture) of
microcrystallites is formed.
The presence of preferred orientations of the grains within the material is easily detected by diffraction techniques. Usually the texture is characterized by the
distribution of the density of normals hi, where i is one of the crystallographic
planes with Miller's indexes {hi, ki, Ii}, on a sphere [1]. Such a distribution projected on equatorial plane gnomostereographically is called pole figure (PF). In
other words, the PF represents a map of the statistical distribution of the normals
to the selected set of crystallographic directions or technologically important directions. These maps are built up on the bases of diffraction data. When using
a diffractometer for immovable detector and sample the diffraction measurement
yields a quantity which is proportional to the density of normals in the direction of
the bisectrix of the angle <p = (180- 20) formed between the incident and diffracted
beams. In order to determine directions which make an angle with the normal to
the sample surface one rotates the sample around this normal which is tilted with
respect to the bisectrix of <p. A dedicated device to orient the sample is required
and, therefore, for measurements of pole figures a computer controlled special goniometer has been developed in our laboratory [2] and put in common operation
with the neutron spectrometer [3], installed at the Sofia IRT research reactor.
It is well known that the interpretation of a set of experimental pole figures
is rather complicated. The main problem in the extensively used series expansion
method is the so-called Ghost phenomenon described in [4]. If the orientation distribution function (ODF) in Eulerian G-space is denoted by f(g), where the rotation
g is described by the three Eulerian angles (a, /3, r), then "ghosts" are the additional peaks in reduced ODF-f(g) calculated from the PF-s expanded in series.
There is a need of ghost correction in order to reconstruct the information lo~t in
the diffraction experiment. Because of the so-called invisible part of f(g) = f(g),
which remains undistinguished, an additional information regarding ODF in the
form of a standard function will be useful. The most simple standard or model
function is a Gauss-shaped function. In order to define a spherical Gauss-shaped
modelling function the term orientation distance, w, in G-space was introduced
by Bunge [1], see Appendix 1. Recently, the group lead by Dr. Savelova [5,6]
introduced into consideration a Gauss-shaped function with nonsymmetric form.
Although the problem is treated more accurately from mathematical point of view
on the basis of the group theory the problem with the odd terms in the series
expansion method remains and it was formulated by these authors as a theorem
which underlines the fact that the method of Bunge [7] and Roe [8} uses only part
of the avaible information. In this paper a mew method for projection from the
Eulerian G-space in the pole figures (PF) space is used in order to get information about experimental reflection in the pole figures. Here we shall outline a local
projection method for mathematical construction of pole figures on the basis of a
Gauss-shaped ODF.
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2. General Theoretical Remarks

Let us denote the coordinate system bound to the sample and to the arbitrarily
taken microcrystallite by Ka and Kb respectivly, see Fig. l. The Eulerian angles
(a, /3, r) are commonly used to determine rotation g which transforms Ka into Kb

This way one can find C-coeffi.ciE
them in (3) it is possible to find a
from the final form of Ph, (y) obt
I

oo

Ph.(y)

=L L

l=O mn=-1

1

Fig. 1. The coordinate system K 4
(OX,,Y,,Z,,) is fixed to the specimen 1
and Kb (OXbYbZb) is bound to a microcrystallite 2 chosen arbitrarily
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where p 1mn(cosf3) are the generalized Legendre polynomes, then the ODF could be
presented in the form:
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Pole figures Ph, (y), where y denotes the orientation vector in Ka transformed
into h; in Kb also could be expanded in series by the spherical functions
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are the spherical functions, P1m (cos( cf>)) are the normalized Legendre polynomes
and (ip, 4') are the spherical coordinates of y. Here the coefficients F1m(h) are
defined from the diffraction experiment. These coefficients are related with the
C-coefficients through the relation (6)
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o the sample and to the arbitrarily
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tion g which transforms Ka into Kb

This way one can find C-coefficients from experimental data and by substituting
them in (3) it is possible to find a part of ODF, the so-called even part. This follows
from the final form of Ph, (y) obtained by substituting (6) in (4) which yields

p .(y) =
h,

Fig. 1. The coordinate system Ka
(OXaYaZa) is fixed to the specimen 1
and Kb (OXbYbZb) is bound to a microcrysta.llite 2 chosen arbitrarily
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(47r)(l + (-1) ) cmny,n(h)Y.m(y).
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I

(7)

Only the even terms with l = 2, 4, ... are available in this way of interpretation
of PF's. This leads to a partial reconstruction of the PF and to the appearance of
false peaks, named Ghosts in ODF. Therefore this method is incorrect [5] . In order
to estimate the introduced error and to eliminate the ghosts one introduces model
functions of orientation distributions. By means of the method described by the
expressions (3), (4) and (7) the next scheme is followed:
ODF model ==? PF theoretical ==? ODF reconstruct ·

0 ~ /1~11".

(1)

are presented in the form (2)

(2)
e polynomes, then the ODF could be

(3)
orientation vector in Ka transformed
by the spherical functions

This is an universal way to check if the given mathematical interpretation is
correct. Another aim to introduce the model ODF is the possibility to construct
the so-called standard maps of theoretical PF's which could be implemented in
experimental analyses of diffraction data. It is obvious that to use a model function
is most valuable by a technique which avoids the problem with the odd terms in
(7). To develop such a technique is the aim of the present paper. We are going
to apply the already developed method with Gauss model functions as a way to
define correctly the initial conditions but we implement a method which does not
use series expansion.
Below we give some theoretical remarks on Gauss-shaped modelling of the ODF.
First it was Dan to introduce a model Gauss for PF's. Later, Bunge [1] introduces
the term orientation distance in the following way. Let 91 = (a i , th, 11) and 92 =
(a 2 , /32 , 1 2 ) are two points in the Eulerian G-space. If g = g2f g1 then the orientation
distance will be:

-)

cosw=
(

(Tr(g) - 1)
2

,

(8)

(4)
(see Appendix 2) . The Gauss-shaped distribution is:

f(g)
(5)
the normalized Legendre polynomes
y. Here the coefficients F1m(h) are
hese coefficients are related with the

(6)

w2
= f(b,w)- = Soexp(b2)

(9)

with

s0 (b) -

2

71"

b(l-exp(-~)) '

(10)

see Fig. 2. The sense of b in (10) is full width at half maximum. Further development of implementing a Gauss-shaped ODF is given in [6]. In this paper the
problem is treated more accurately from mathematical point of view on the basis
of the group theory, but the most significant contribution of the modelling is that
a nonsymmetric shaped distribution in the form :
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3. Transition from G-space in
f(b,w)

Fig. 2.

The Gauss-shaped orientation distribution function in the Eulerian G-space. H is the peak maximum
and b is the half-width (full widht at
half-maximum). The orientation distance between the points go and g in
G-space is denoted by w
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see Fig. 3. Here a and b are so-

where P1mn( cos(,8)) are the pilynomes of Jacobi, is considered. Here, if a 2 .= b2 = c 2
a spherical Gauss-shaped distribution could be obtained in the form:

f(g)=

oo

L {2/+l)exp[-/(/+l)c2]
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sin{/+ 0.5)t
.
sm -

e)

{12)

abwhere ,8 1 = ~(,8), u

= Ha+ -y)

2

where cos( t) =cos~ cos (a~-y). If b2 > 0, then a spherical Gauss distribution could
be obtained in the form:
[ (.8 + 27r/) ]
- _1_ ~
!( g) - !<\ L...Jexp
,
2

y27ru
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{13)
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with u = by'2. The explicit form of PF from this distribution is derived as:
00

Ph,(Y)

= 47r L(2/ + l)e-l(l+l)•

2

P1(cos(r))

{14)

l=O

where cos r = cos B cos x - cos Bsin x cos(</> - TJ) . Here h; is a normal vector to the
{hkl} microplanes in Kb and y is the same vector in the coordinate system Ka.
The spherical coordinates (B, <p) and (x, TJ) correspond to h and y, respectively.
Although the results obtained by the authors of[6, 5] are a step further in the
theory of development the problem with the odd terms remains unsolved as seen
from expression (7). The drawback is formulated by these authors as a theorem
which underlines the fact that only part of the available infomation is used by this
method. In this paper we develop another approach without series expansion of
the function.
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3. Transition from G-space into Two-dimentional Space of the Pole Figures

Fig. 2. The Gauss-shaped orientation distribution function in the Eulerian G-space. H is the peak maximum
and b is the half-width (full widht at
half-maximum). The orientation distance between the points go and g in
G-space is denoted by w

The method is based on the relationship between the Eulerian angles and the corresponding pole figure point which is the gnomostereographic projection of the
normal h i to the selected crystallographic microplane, after rotation of the coordinate system Ka through the angles a, {3, -y which define a point in the G-space. It
is well known that the radius vector of the arbitrary point on the unit sphere could
be presented as:

(15)
where l1, l2 and l3 are the unit vectors in Ka in our case. Rotation of coordinate
system Ka to Kb transforms the vector µ
x + iy
µ=-1--,
2-z

g)

(16)

in the form
1
2

m(a -b')-im(a+-y) p mn( cos({3)}

µ

{11)
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see Fig. 3. Here a and bare so-called Cayley-Klein symbols:
2

2
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'
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/
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µ
Fig. 3. Stereographic (µ) and gnomostereographic (p) projection of the normal (h;) to a
set of microcrystalline planes {h;k;l;}. The normal could be in the upper (a) and in the
lower (b) hemisphere

In the present paper we use this representation to relate the Eulerian angles
with the PF points. For this purpose the vectorµ is bound to the equatorial points
of the pole figures. If the normal (hi) to a set of microcrystalline planes (hikili)
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lies in the upper hemisphere (see Fig. 3) the relation between the vectorµ and the
pole of h; is

2r 2
µ

p=-.

(20)

Here r is the radius of the sphere (15). Accoding to [10] r = ~· If we haveµ then
the components Px and Py will be

2r 2

Px =Re(-),
µ

2r 2
µ

Py= Im(-).

(21)
(22)

The relation betwee.n ODF and the PF is illustrated in Figs 2 and 3. If the normal
h is in the lower part of the sphere and if we have µ then the components Px and
Py will be
·
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We take the first point in th1
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the pole density value with J(b,,
The procedure is repeated y;
G-space are used.

5. Application of the Proje
Px

=Re(~),

(23)

Im(~).

(24)

Py=

In this way the problem with the odd part of (7) is avoided. If for the chosen set
of Eulerian angles ( o:;, {31, 11) with the step Ag = (Ao:, A{3, A1), we calculate first
µ; and then the corresponding p;, the transformation of the Eulerian space into the
PF space will be obtained. As far as for each point g; the orientation density is
given in this case from the Gauss function (9) the pole density could be found for
the corresponding points of PF. Using a set of PF's with the step (Apx, Apy) we can
find the projection of Gauss-shaped ODF for each h;. This provides automatically
summation with respect to r in (14).
Hence, for each point g = (o:, {3, 1) of the ODF we have the relationship between
the pole figure of this point of the zero-position o: = 0, {3 = 0, / = 0 which is
calculated for each {h;, k;, I;}. In this way we can construct the PF with a required
precision if the ODF is known.
Advantages of this method are the possibilities for Monte Carlo reconstruction of
real experimental PF's. As a matter of fact this method is following the diffraction
experiment step by step and because of the probabillity sence of the ODF we can
say that the elementary event is well defined here.Of cource the largest of Ag is in
close connection with the consumption of computer time and our possibilities to
make the calculation with a chosen precision are not infinite.

4. Procedure of the Application of the Projection Technique
Here we shall describe the procedure for the application of the projection technique
in order to derive theoretical PFs. Let us divide the G-space into a set of equidistant
points g; = (o:;,{3;,/;) . The transition of these points to the PF points is obtained
with the help of the following algorithm:
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First we chose hi and subdivide the polke figure space (equatorial plane) in equal
sells (Ap..,,Apy)· The projectionµ must be calculated in the centre g = (0,0,0).
We take the first point in the G-space. The µ 1 is calculated according to equation (17 .
If Re(µ 1) + Im(µ 1) is lower than unity the normal his in the lower hemisphere
and if it is bigger than unity the normal lies in the upper part of the hemisphere.
The orientation distance between the centre of Gauss function and the chosen
point in G-space is to be calculated with the help of Eq. (8).
The value of equation f(g) = f(b,w) for this point is calculated using Eq.(9).
For µ 1 greater than unity we calculate p.., and Py by means of (21) and (22) else
we use Eqs (23) and (24).
We find the cell in PF space where the calculated points are located and increase
the pole density value with f(b,w).
The procedure is repeated with the next point in G-space until all points in
G-space are used.
~-,---..,..,.----..,.--,.,..

5. Application of the Projection Technique and Results

(23)
(24)

We shall apply the above described technique for construction of the unreduced
pole figure Pcoo1)(y). For go=, (0, 0, 0), i.e. Kb coinciding K 0 , the normal vector h
to the microplanes {001} will have projectionµ= (0, 0). In accordance with [4] we
take the same parameters of the Gauss function:

f (7) is avoided. Iffor the chosen set

b = 11.7°, e = 10,f(e, o0 ) = 7800.

g =(~a, ~{3 ,
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The form of the function is given in (4], (page 91). The pole figure obtained by
us using the procedure described in the previous section is shown in Fig. 4. Our
results compare favourably with (5,6].
As a conclusion we can note that this method is a new one in modelling the
diffraction experiment. The mathematical technique used here is simple and closely
related to the experiment with textures. The method might be used as a tool for
checking the series expansions methods. It was developed in order to make use of
the Monte Carlo technique as the most natural method in probability space as it
is the ODF space. The application of the Monte Carlo technique is in progress in
our laboratory.
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Appendiz 1. Orientation Distribution Function in Eulerian Space

The orientation distance between the points g1 = (a1,,81 1 r 1) and g2 = (a2 1 .B2 1 r2)
is defined as a generalized scalar multiplication with the help of orientation g =
g2/ gl = [w, n]. Here [w, n] involves the direction n and the rotation w which makes
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of the normal in the coordinate
normal after rotation of Ka unt

unreduced pole figure (001)

µ

1

aµ+ b
= -b*µ
+a*

In order to separate the real an
zl

z2
z3
z4
so that Eq. (27) reads:

Now the separation of the real
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.4
0.0
Fig. 4. The unreduced pole figure (001), calculated using the procedure described in
section 4. The origin is shifted by 0.5 in both directions X and Y in order to visualize the
computer results. Q and "( vary from 0°to 360°, /3 from 0°to 90° in steps !:1a = 1::1"( = 5°
and 1::1/3 2.5°. The levels are 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 1800, 2000, 2400, 2600,
3100

=

Re(
Im(µ
Using (21) and (22) we obtain:
p.,

91 to coincide with 9 2. If the 3 x 3 matrix A, which gives the new coordinates of a
chosen vector r in a rotated coordinate system is defined by the relation r 1 = Ar,
then one can say that this matrix is representation of the 9 rotation. This way the
w distance will be

(

-)

COSW

=

(Tr(9) - 1)
2

Py

(25)

where Tr(9) denotes the trace of the matrix A :

Tr(g) = cos( a1 - a2) cos( /1 - 12)[1 +cos f31 cos f32]
- sin( a1 - a2) sin(11 - 12)[cos f31 +cos f32]
+ [cos( a1 - a2) + cos( /1 - 12)] sin f31 sin f32
+ cos f31 cos f32.

(26)

Here the radius of the sphere is
the relation between the Euleri
points in the plane of the pole
If the normal is in the opp
is given by (23) and (24). The

Appendiz 2. Relation betweeil Eulerian Space and Pole Figures Space

Here we shall show the difference between h; and -h; which is the main problem
in the series expansion method developed by Bunge [7] and Roe [8]. Let in the
beginning the direction h; is in the upper hemisphere (see Fig. 3). Then according
to (17) the relation between µ given by (16), which is a stereographic projection

see Fig. 3,b.
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of the normal in the coordinate system Ka, and µ 1, which is the projection of this
normal after rotation of Ka until it coincides with Kb, is given by the expression:

1)

1
µ

aµ+ b

= -b•µ +a•

_ (a1 + ia2)(µ1 + iµ2) + (b1 + ib2)
- -(b1 - ib2)(µ1 + iµ2) + (a1 - ia2) ·

(27)

In order to separate the real and imaginary part we introduce the notation:

+ bi,
aiµ2 + a2µ1 + b2,
-b1µ1 - b2µ2 + a1,
-b1µ2 + b2µ1 - a2,

zl
z2
z3

aiµ1 - a2µ2

z4

(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)

so that Eq. (27) reads:
µ,

1 = zl + iz2 .
z3 + iz4

(32)

Now the separation of the real and the imaginary parts gives
0.8
1.0
a.ted using the procedure described in
tions X a.nd Y in order to visualize the
from 0°to 90° in steps 6.cr = 6."( = 5°
00, 1000, 1500, 1800, 2000, 2400, 2600,

Re(µ 1 )
Im(µ 1 )

(33)
(34)

Using (21) and (22) we obtain:
p.,

hich gives the new coordinates of a
is defined by the relation r 1 = Ar ,
tion of the g rotation. This way the

-1)

zl.z3 - z2.z4
z3 2 + z42
zl.z4 + z3.z2
z3 2 + z4 2

Py

=

(25)

R e0.5
µ1
O zl.z3 + z2.z4
5
· z1 2 + z2 2
I m0.5
µ1
z4.zl - z3.z2
05
· z1 2 + z22

(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)

!

'Y2)[l +cos f31 cos f32]
2)[cos f31 + cos f32]
- 'Y2)] sin f31 sin f32
(26)

Here the radius of the sphere is taken r = according to (10]. In this way we have
the relation between the Eulerian angles (symbols a and b) and the corresponding
points in the plane of the pole figures.
If the normal is in the opposite hemisphere then the relation between µ and p
is given by (23) and (24). The explicit form of p., and Py will be

Space and Pole Figures Space

p.,

and -h; which is the main problem
Bunge [7] and Roe [8]. Let in the
isphere (see Fig. 3). Then according
which is a stereographic projection

Py

see Fig. 3,b.

Re(µ 1 )
2
Im(µ 1 )
2

(39)
(40)
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Abstract. The R
have been measured
BhCaSr2Cu20s+6
at 116, 157, 245, 2
inite atomic vibrati
Bi2CaSr2Cu20st6
JfJMep
(KPC) H30JIJITopa
TpOM caepxrrpoao
JlHHHH KPC rrpH 1
orrpe.u;eJieHHblM aTo
H3 rrpelt(HHX HHTep
BhCaSr2Cu20s+6·
Pe3IOMe.

1. Introduction

The insulating compound Bi 2 Sr 3 ~
Bi-based superconductor Bi 2 CaSr
both compounds are characterize
A) consisting of consequent Bi-0,
and Bi-0 layers, parallel to the a
The refined structure exhibits
incommensurate for Bi 2 CaSr 2Cu
4. 76 and 5 times the sub cell peri
that the modulation is caused by
layers, resulting in periodic rearr
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